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Power-efficient Protection with Directed p-Cycles
for Asymmetric Traffic in Elastic Optical Networks
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate power-efficient di-
rected Pre-configured Cycles (p-Cycles) for asymmetric traffic
protection in Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) against single
link failure. Owing to the advantage of distinguishing traffic
amount in two directions, directed p-cycles consume low power by
allocating different spectrum slots and modulation formats for
each direction. A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
model is formulated to minimize total power consumption,
which takes into account directed cycle generation, spectrum
allocation, modulation adaptation and protection capacity. To
increase the scalability, the MILP model is decomposed, and a
two-step approach is proposed: improved cycle enumeration and
a simplified Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model. Extensive
simulations are performed to study the power consumption
of p-cycles under different traffic patterns in terms of Traffic
Asymmetry (TASY ), Anycast Ratio (AR) and the number
of Data Centers (DCs). The results strongly demonstrate that
directed p-cycles obtain significant power savings for protecting
asymmetric traffic in EONs. The power savings rise up to 46.91%
and 36.38% compared with undirected p-cycles as the TASY and
AR increase, respectively. Moreover, the directed p-cycles achieve
valuable power savings (up to 46.1%) with the introduction of
DCs while the amount of power savings does not depend on the
number of DCs.

Index terms— Power Savings, Elastic Optical Networks
(EONs), Asymmetric Traffic, Pre-configured Cycle (p-Cycle)

I. INTRODUCTION

Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) are the promising archi-
tectures to provision increasing traffic with flexible spectrum
allocation and adaptive modulation formats [2]. Network sur-
vivability is increasingly important for EONs design against
common network failures (e.g., fiber cut) as growing number
of services rely on the telecommunication infrastructure [3].
These growing traffic demands also consume increasing en-
ergy, which keeps an average annual growth rate of 10% in
today’s telecommunication networks since 2007 [4]. Surviv-
able green EONs need to address both survivability and energy
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Figure 1. Two kinds of p-cycles.

consumption [4]. However, most protection schemes for EONs
only aimed at improving spectrum efficiency by solving the
Routing and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) problem [3, 5]–[9].
Even though these protection schemes benefit from efficient
spectrum allocation, they may consume more power due to
the absence of power-aware optimization. In EONs, the power
consumption of optical devices mainly comes from Bandwidth
Variable Transponders (BVTs), Bandwidth Variable Cross-
Connects (BV-OXCs) and Optical Amplifiers (OAs) [10]. To
meet the requirements on low power consumption, protection
schemes for EONs need to take into account both power
efficiency and spectrum efficiency.

Moreover, EONs begin to support new networking capabil-
ities and demanding network services. In addition to the con-
ventional symmetric traffic, increasing new network services
such as anycast service bring asymmetric traffic supported by
Data Centers (DCs), e.g., Content Delivery Networks (CDNs),
distributed storage and Virtual Private Networks (VPN) [11].
Conventional symmetric traffic protection schemes assign the
same amount of protection capacity in two directions between
the same pair of nodes [12]. However, compared with the
symmetric approach, it has been proved that asymmetric
traffic provisioning can bring resource savings (up to 50%
of spectrum usage and up to 30% of CAPEX cost) in EONs
[11], thus protection schemes that focus on asymmetric traffic
have big potential to achieve power savings.

Pre-configured Cycle (p-Cycle) protection scheme has at-
tracted intense interest as it owns fast switching speed and
provides protection capacity for both on-cycle links and
straddling links [13]. There are two kinds of p-cycles, i.e.,
undirected p-cycle and directed p-cycle, as shown in Fig.
1. Undirected p-cycle is the common protection strategy, in
which the same protection capacity is configured in the two
directions according to the maximum traffic amount of the two
directional links. It means that once the undirected p-cycle is
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determined, the same spectrum slots and the same modulation
format are configured in the two unidirectional fibers. Then,
it enables to provide two units of protection capacity for each
straddling link, as shown in Fig. 1(a) for a − d. However,
directed p-cycle only configures protection capacity in one
direction in the directed on-cycle links. Although a directed p-
cycle provides one unit of protection capacity for each directed
straddling link, i.e., a → d and d → a in Fig. 1(b), it can
distinguish directional links and provide different protection
capacity for asymmetric traffic in two directions. Thus, the
total protection capacity can be saved in directed p-cycles
by efficiently allocating protection capacity for unidirectional
link. Hence, directed p-cycles have the potential to protect the
asymmetric traffic in a power-efficient way.

In our previous work, we studied undirected p-cycle design
without candidate cycle enumeration in Mixed Line Rates
(MLR) networks [14]. Inspired by the advantage of voltage-
based p-cycle generation and path-length-limited rate selec-
tion, we further explore directed p-cycle design for EONs and
investigate the power savings of directed p-cycles for protect-
ing asymmetric traffic. Specifically, a Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) model called EDPC is formulated to
minimize total power consumption in the considerations of
directed cycle generation, spectrum allocation, modulation
adaptation and protection capacity. Thereafter, to increase the
scalability, EDPC is decomposed, and a two-step approach is
proposed: improved cycle enumeration and a simplified In-
teger Linear Programming (ILP) model called De-EDPC. We
conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the power savings of
proposed directed p-cycles compared with undirected p-cycle
in terms of diverse Traffic Asymmetry (TASY ), Anycast Ratio
(AR) and the number of DCs. The key contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on
power-efficient protection for asymmetric traffic in EONs.
Specifically, directed p-cycles are studied to earn power
savings compared with traditional undirected p-cycles
which are designed for symmetric traffic protection.

• Directed p-cycles are explored in the considerations of
cycle generation, spectrum allocation and adaptive mod-
ulation formats under transmission reach limits.

• An MILP model is formulated to directly generate di-
rected p-cycles without candidate cycle enumeration so
that it is guaranteed to reach the optimal solution. To
enable the scalability, a two-step approach is developed
to solve the MILP model.

• Extensive simulations are carried out to explore the power
savings of directed p-cycles in terms of TASY, AR and
the number of DCs in EONs. It is observed that directed
p-cycles achieve power savings up to 47.9% compared
with undirected p-cycles.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work
is reviewed in Sec. II. Then, problem statement is addressed
in Sec. III. The MILP formulation is developed in Sec. IV
and the related two-step approach is proposed in Sec. V.
Thereafter, simulation results are analyzed in Sec. VI. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Sec. VII.

Table I
PROTECTION SCHEMES IN EONS.

Objective Symmetric traffic Asymmetric traffic
(including anycasting)

Spectrum-efficient [5-9] [18] ,[20]

Energy-efficient [10],[15-17] —-

II. RELATED WORK

We summarize the existing protection schemes in EONs
in terms of objective and traffic patterns in Table I. Most
of these schemes focus on improving spectrum efficiency
for either symmetric or asymmetric traffic protection, and
energy-efficient protection schemes have been aroused to be
investigated for symmetric traffic recently. However, there
is no work on the energy-efficient protection scheme for
asymmetric traffic in the consideration of new asymmetric
services in EONs.

For the energy-efficient protection schemes, the authors in
[4] addressed that energy efficiency and resilience needed to
be combined in network design, and they also identified sev-
eral challenges for energy-efficient survivable optical network
design. In [15], the protection scheme under hourly traffic
bandwidth requirement was studied in an energy-efficient way
in Single Line Rate (SLR), MLR and EON scenarios. In
[16], the energy efficiency was evaluated in a Differenti-
ated Quality of Protection (Diff QoP) scheme by providing
different protection levels for each connection, according to
the client protection requirements. An energy-efficient hybrid
path protection approach based on adaptive routing was stud-
ied with the introduction of regenerator activation in [17].
The authors in [10] discussed three power-aware protection
schemes, referred to 1+1 Dedicated Protection (DP), 1:1 DP
and Shared Protection (SP), and evaluated the cost efficiency
and energy efficiency improvement in EONs in comparison
with Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks.

For the asymmetric traffic provisioning in EONs, the authors
in [18] investigated both symmetric and asymmetric models
for lightpath provisioning with Dedicated Path Protection
(DPP), and they concluded that asymmetric traffic protec-
tion acquired significant savings of BVT up to 25%. The
similar conclusion was obtained in [11], in which the au-
thors concluded that asymmetric traffic provisioning can bring
significant resource savings compared with the symmetric
approach (up to 50% spectrum usage savings and 30% Capital
Expenditure (CAPEX) cost savings). Moreover, for the new
anycast service, the authors in [19] proposed a novel Tabu
Search (TS) approach to simultaneously covering unicast and
anycast traffic routing in EONs. In [20], the joint optimization
of anycast and unicast traffic with survivability consideration
in EONs was studied with the DPP scheme.

These path protection schemes may suffer from long restora-
tion time when a failure happens, as a cooperation among
several nodes is required to notify the affected connection,
please refer to [21]–[23] for an extensive review of restora-
tion time. As opposed to path protection, p-cycle protection
schemes benefit from ring-like recovery speed, in which only
the ending nodes of the failed link do the switching operation
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Figure 2. (a) Symmetric and asymmetric services in EONs. (b) The traffic demands. (c) Undirected p-cycle protection. (d) Directed p-cycle protection.

[13, 22]. Moreover, it earns mesh-like capacity efficiency, as
both on-cycle links and straddling links can be protected [13].
These benefits of p-cycle protection have driven several related
investigations in WDM optical networks even though it has
not been implemented in current optical networks. Recently, p-
cycle protection scheme has been studied for EONs [5]–[7, 9].
The authors in [7] investigated dynamic p-cycle protection in
EONs with spectrum planning related to Protected Working
Capacity Envelope (PWCE) p-cycle design and Hamiltonian
cycle. They further studied Failure-Independent Path protec-
tion (FIPP) p-cycles taking into account routing, modulation
formats and spectrum allocation in [5]. In [9], an ILP model
for p-cycle design in EONs was developed to minimize total
spectrum usage with load balancing in the working paths. An
optimal design for p-cycle in EONs was studied with and
without spectrum conversion in [6].

However, these p-cycle protection schemes only focused
on minimizing spectrum usage without the consideration of
power consumption. Meanwhile, most of the studied p-cycle
designs were undirected p-cycles, which were not efficient
for asymmetric traffic protection in EONs with new services.
Directed p-cycle design has been carried out by Jaumard et
al. in WDM networks [24], in which they concluded that
using undirected p-cycles for asymmetric traffic protection
required more resources than directed p-cycles (45% higher
for pure asymmetric traffic). Nevertheless, their directed p-
cycle scheme is no longer valid for EONs due to the absence
of spectrum allocation and modulation format adaptation.
Hence, power-efficient directed p-cycle design is urgent to be
investigated for protecting asymmetric traffic in EONs.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In EONs, asymmetric traffic between the clients and DCs
become critical in addition to conventional symmetric traffic
due to the new services such as anycast supported by DCs.
Anycast service is defined as one to one-of-many transmission,
in which client node v is fixed while the server node can be
chosen among the set of admissible replica DCs [19]. Different
from the conventional symmetric traffic which has the same
traffic amount (lUp = lDown) in the upstream and downstream
direction, asymmetric traffic differs in the two directions.
More specifically, the upstream traffic lUp is much smaller
than the downstream traffic lDown. We introduce a parameter
called TASY to describe the average traffic asymmetry in the
network, given by Eq. (1). Specifically, for each pair of source
node s and destination node d, lsd and lds indicate the traffic
demand in each direction, then the traffic asymmetry TASY sd
between s and d is calculated by Eq. (1) [24]. TASY = 0%
represents symmetric traffic while TASY = 100% indicates
pure asymmetric traffic.

TASY sd =
max{lsd, lds} −min{lsd, lds}
max{lsd, lds}+min{lsd, lds}

× 100%

TASY = TASY sd

(1)

For instance, Fig. 2(a) illustrates the symmetric and asym-
metric services in EONs. The symmetric service consists of as-
sociated bidirectional symmetric traffic with the same volume
in each direction, and asymmetric service with asymmetric
traffic has different volumes in the upstream and downstream
directions. Figure 2(b) clearly illustrates the symmetric and
asymmetric traffic. We assume EONs support contiguous
Frequency Slices (FSs) with spectral width 12.5 GHz, which
is also called Spectrum Slot. To protect the traffic with p-
cycles, EONs support flexible FSs allocation and adaptive
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modulation formats (i.e., BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM and 16QAM),
which will be presented in the following part of power con-
sumption. For simplicity, we assume that only 16 QAM with
50 Gbps protection capacity per slot is used in this example.
Figure 2(c) shows the conventional undirected p-cycle protec-
tion without consciousness of different traffic volumes in two
directions, thus it assigns the same protection capacity (two
FSs) in each direction to guarantee the protection. However, by
distinguishing the different volume in each direction, directed
p-cycle protection assigns one FS for clockwise p-cycle 1 and
two FSs for counterclockwise p-cycle 2, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
It is obvious that directed p-cycle protection earns protection
capacity savings in terms of FSs so that it is more suitable and
valuable to investigate directed p-cycles to protect asymmetric
traffic in EONs.

The extra protection capacity allocated for asymmetric traf-
fic in undirected p-cycles also causes more power consumption
because the optical devices such as BVTs, BV-OXCs, and
OAs consume power depending on the number of occupied
FSs and modulation formats. However, power consumption
can be reduced by allocating different FSs and modulation
formats in directed p-cycles according to the traffic volume in
each direction. Thus, we investigate directed p-cycle protection
for asymmetric traffic with the objective of minimizing power
consumption against single link failure in EONs. The main
considerations in this study are summarized as follows:

1) Power Consumption
• eBV T

m in BVT: The power consumption of BVT for a
single FS eBV T

m in Eq. (2) depends on the Transmission
Rate (TR) in terms of modulation formats, as shown
in Table II [10].

eBV T
m = 1.683 · TR+ 91.333 (2)

Table II
POWER CONSUMPTION OF A BVT WITH A SINGLE FS (12.5 GHz) AT

DIFFERENT MODULATION FORMATS [10]

Modulation Formats TR (Gbps) Power Consumption (W)

BPSK 12.5 112.374
QPSK 25 133.416
8QAM 37.5 154.457
16QAM 50 175.498

• eOXC
v in BV-OXC: The power consumption of a BV-

OXC eOXC
v in Eq. (3) depends on its nodal degree Dv ,

the add/drop degree α and the additional contributions
(e.g., power supply, control cards) [10]. Here, we treat
add/drop degree α as 9 at each node.

eOXC
v = 85 ·Dv + 100 · α+ 150 (3)

• eEDFA
a in OA: Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier

(EDFA) is set as OA with span distance 80 km
between two neighboring EDFAs. The number of
EDFAs varies on each link depending on the link
length da. We assume that an EDFA consumes 100 W

per direction [10, 25]. Then, power consumption of
EDFAs eEDFA

a along link a is calculated in Eq. (4).

eEDFA
a = bda

80
+ 1c · 100 (4)

2) FSs Allocation
• Spectrum continuity: We assume that there is no spec-

trum conversion in the network. Thus, all the links in
the same p-cycle should be assigned the same FSs.

• Spectrum contiguousness: We assume that the FSs
allocated to the p-cycles are adjacent on the optical
spectrum except the required guard band. Note that in
order to efficiently utilize the spectrum resources, the
p-cycles can share the same FSs if they do not have
any common link.

3) Modulation Format Adaptation
• Protection capacity: We consider the modulation for-

mat set M with BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM,
then the protection capacity of one FS with each
modulation format in M is 12.5, 25, 37.5 and 50 Gbps,
respectively [10].

• Transmission reach: The corresponding maximum
transmission reaches of these modulation formats are
9600, 4800, 2400 and 1200 km, respectively [26].

IV. MILP FORMULATION

In this section, we take into account all the considerations
mentioned in Sec. III and develop an MILP model called
EDPC to design power-efficient directed p-cycles for EONs.
Inspired by the advantage of cycle generation method without
candidate cycle enumeration in [14], we explore directed p-
cycle generation so that the proposed EDPC model is guaran-
teed to reach the optimal solution. An EON can be modeled as
a digraph G(V,A), which has the OXCs set V and the directed
links set A. Between two adjacent optical OXCs, there are two
directed links, e.g., link v → u denotes the directed link from
node v to node u, which also can be represented by a ∈ A. The
notations are in Table III. For the sake of readability, we use
∀i, ∀v, ∀u, ∀m, and ∀a to denote ∀i ∈ I , ∀v ∈ V , ∀u ∈ Nv ,
∀m ∈M , and ∀a ∈ A, respectively.

A. Objective

min γ1 · (EBV Ts + EOXCs + EEDFAs) + θ1 · tb (5)

The objective is to minimize the total power consumption of
directed p-cycles and the maximum index of FSs usage tb. The
optimization of tb guarantees the spectrum contiguousness
and potential spectrum sharing among p-cycles. γ1 and θ1 are
adjustable parameters for weighting of these two metrics.

The total network power consumption is composed of:
1) EBV Ts: The power consumption of BVTs

EBV Ts =
∑
i∈I

∑
m∈M

∑
a∈A

2 · eBV T
m · πim

a (6)

EBV Ts is introduced at the starting node and ending node of
the protection path. It is the product of the number of occupied
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Table III

Network Sets and Parameters

I The p-cycle set with maximum number |I| allowed in
EDPC, Ii indicates i-th p-cycle in I .

G(V,A) Network topology with node set V and link set A.
Nv The set of adjacent nodes of a node v.
M The available modulation level set, i.e., BPSK, QPSK,

8-QAM and 16-QAM.
dvu The length between node v and node u in G(V,A), and

Lmax indicates the biggest length.
TRm The available bandwidth provided by one slot at mod-

ulation level m, which is 12.5, 25, 37.5 and 50 Gbps
for BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively.

eBV T
m The power consumption of the BVT at modulation m.
eOXC
v The power consumption of the BV-OXC at node v.
eEDFA
a The power consumption of all the EDFAs on link a.
hm Maximum transmission reach at modulation level

m, which is 9600, 4800, 2400 and 1200 km for
BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively [5].
hmax=9600 km, and hmin=1200 km.

NG The guard band with one FS.
B The available FSs on each fiber link, which is 320.
lvu Traffic load on unidirectional link v → u after routing.
β A pre-defined fractional constant, 1

|V | ≥ β > 0.

Variables in EDPC

xivu ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if link v → u is used by Ii, and 0 otherwise.
yiv ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if node v is crossed by Ii, and 0 otherwise.
f iv ∈ {0, 1} Virtual voltage value of node v in Ii.
oiv ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if node v is root node in Ii, and 0 otherwise.
bim ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if Ii operates at modulation level m, and 0

otherwise.
qivu ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if link v → u desires to be protected by Ii,

and 0 otherwise.
cij ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if Ii and Ij have at least one common link,

and 0 otherwise.
si ∈ [0, B] The starting index of FSs in Ii.
oij ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if the starting index of FSs in Ii is smaller

than that in Ij , and 0 otherwise.
ni ∈ [0, 32] The number of occupied FSs of Ii. The maximum FSs

is 32 due to the capacity limitation in BVT.
tb ∈ [0, B] The maximum index of occupied FSs in all the p-cycles.
πim
vu ∈ [0, 32] The number of FSs provided by Ii to protect link v → u

at modulation level m.
ni
vu ∈ [0, 32] The number of occupied FSs of Ii on link v → u.

FSs and the power consumption of a single FS corresponding
to the modulation format in Tab. II.

2) EOXCs: The power consumption of OXCs

EOXCs =
∑
i∈I

∑
v∈V

∑
u∈Nv

nivu
B
· eOXC

v (7)

EOXCs is calculated based on the proportion of resources that
the protection path occupies in the links (number of occupied
FSs with respect to the total FSs in a fiber).

3) EEDFAs: The power consumption of EDFAs

EEDFAs =
∑
i∈I

∑
a∈A

nia
B
· eEDFA

a (8)

EEDFAs is calculated in the same way as EOXCs.

B. Constraints

The constraints in EDPC can be classified into Directed
cycle generation constraints (9)-(13), FSs allocation con-
straints (18)-(22), modulation adaptation constraints (23)-
(24) and protection capacity constraints (25)-(29).
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Figure 3. Single directed cycle generation with voltage and root.

1) Directed cycle generation constraints: Constraint (9)
ensures that at most one unidirectional link between two nodes
can be used in a directed p-cycle. Constraints (10) and (11)
ensure that if node v is crossed by a p-cycle, then it must
own one incoming link and one outgoing link. In order to
guarantee that only a single cycle is generated, we further
formulate constraints (12) and (13) to eliminate other cycles
with voltage conflict and make sure the generated cycle is a
connected graph, as shown in Fig. 3. These constraints enable
to generate single directed p-cycle with either clockwise or
counterclockwise. We prove it in Theorem 1.

xivu + xiuv ≤ 1, ∀i,∀v,∀u (9)∑
u∈Nv

xiuv −
∑
u∈Nv

xivu = 0, ∀i,∀v (10)

yiv =
∑
u∈Nv

xivu, ∀i,∀v (11)

f iu − f iv + oiu ≥ (1 + β) · xivu − 1, ∀i,∀v,∀u (12)∑
v∈V

oiv ≤ 1, ∀i (13)

Theorem 1. Constraints (9)-(13) guarantee to generate a sin-
gle directed p-cycle with either clockwise or counterclockwise
for each i ∈ I .

Proof: According to constraints (9)-(11), for each i ∈ I ,
each node in Ii either has both an incoming link and an
outgoing link, or does not have any adjacent link. Thus, a
single directed cycle or several ones are generated for Ii
(clockwise or counterclockwise). In the latter case, several
directed cycles can not be used as one directed p-cycle. As
we can see from Fig. 3(a), if these two cycles are regarded
as one p-cycle Ii, the links b → h and h → b would have
the potential to be protected by Ii because nodes b and h are
crossed by Ii. Obviously, this is not correct.

Next, we prove by contradiction that only a single cycle is
permitted with the help of constraints (12) and (13). Without
loss of generality, we suppose that two directed cycles are
generated by constraints (9)-(11) in Fig. 3(b), and node e is the
only root node, where the value beside each node indicates
the corresponding voltage value. We can find that the cycle
consisting of nodes f , g, h can not exist due a voltage conflict
explained as follows. Since there is no root node, i.e., oif = 0,
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oih = 0 and oig = 0, we can get the following inequalities by
using constraint (12),

f if − f ih ≥ β (14)

f ig − f if ≥ β (15)

f ih − f ig ≥ β (16)

Adding the three inequalities, a voltage conflict occurs: 0 ≥ β.
However, constraints (12) and (13) permit to generate a

single cycle (e.g., the cycle consisting of nodes a, b, c, d,
e) with the root node in Fig. 3(c). From constraint (12), we
can see that for each directed link, ending node has a bigger
voltage than the staring node except the link d → e with
ending root node e. However, by assigning oie = 1 to the root
node, the previous voltage conflict problem can be avoided.
Thus, constraint (12) can be rewritten as

f ie − f id + 1 ≥ β (17)

Hence, root node e is able to have a smaller voltage than node
d. Furthermore, the voltage conflict 0 ≥ β can thus be avoided,
since we will get 1 ≥ β instead by adding all the inequalities.
Thus, the proof follows.

2) FSs allocation constraints: Constraints (18)-(20) allo-
cate the order of FSs for each p-cycle. Constraint (18) indicates
whether two p-cycles have any common link. Constraint (19)
makes the comparison of starting index of FSs between two
p-cycles. Constraint (20) avoids spectrum conflict by adding
GB and also ensures that two p-cycles can share the same FSs
if they do not have any common link. Constraint (21) implies
the maximum index of FSs, which is minimized in Eq. (5) to
ensure spectrum contiguousness. Constraint (22) indicates
the spectrum continuity along the links in one p-cycle.

xia + xja − 1 ≤ cij , ∀i, j, i 6= j,∀a
(18)

oij + oji = 1, ∀i, j, i 6= j (19)
si + ni +NG − sj ≤ B · (2− oij − cij), ∀i, j, i 6= j (20)
si + ni ≤ tb, ∀i (21)

nia = xia · ni, ∀i,∀a (22)

An example of FSs allocation for three p-cycles is shown
in Fig. 4. In each p-cycle, the same FSs are used on all the

links. In addition, p-cycle 1 and p-cycle 2 can share some FSs
with index 1 and 2 as they do not have any common link.
However, for p-cycle 2 and p-cycle 3 with the common link
a → d, Guard Band (GB) with index 5 should be reserved
between the occupied FSs.

3) Modulation adaptation constraints: Constraint (23)
guarantees modulation format selection with maximum trans-
mission reach consideration. Constraint (24) ensures that only
one modulation format can be assigned for one p-cycle.∑

a∈A da · xia − qia · da
hm

≤hmax

hmin
· (1− bim) +

Lmax

hm
· (1− qia)

+ bim, ∀i,∀m,∀a
(23)∑

m∈M
bim ≤ 1, ∀i (24)

Note that the modulation format of a p-cycle is selected
depending on the length of each protection path instead of
the circumference of p-cycle so that more flexible modulation
format can be assigned to ensure power-efficient p-cycle
design. For instance, a p-cycle whose circumference exceeds
1200 km still can be assigned with 16-QAM if all of its
protection paths are shorter than 1200 km. This is called path-
length-limited p-cycle, which has the advantage over cycle-
circumference-limited p-cycle as studied in [14, 27].

4) Protection capacity constraints: Constraints (25) and
(26) indicate the desire of link v → u to be protected by Ii,
providing that its two ending nodes v and u are crossed by
Ii, and it is not an on-cycle link. Note that both the on-cycle
links and straddling links are guaranteed to be protected only
when they desire to be protected. Constraint (27) indicates the
protection capacity of FSs that provided by Ii at modulation
level m to protect link a. Constraint (28) ensures the maximum
capacity of a BVT is 400 Gbps [10]. Constraint (29) ensures
100% single link failure protection.

qivu ≤
1

2
(yiv + yiu), ∀i,∀v,∀u (25)

qia ≤ 1− xia, ∀i,∀a (26)

πim
a ≤ qia · bim · ni, ∀i,∀m,∀a (27)

πim
a · TRm ≤ 400, ∀i,∀m,∀a (28)∑
i∈I

∑
m∈M

πim
a · TRm ≥ la, ∀a (29)

In order to ensure linearity, constraints (22) and (27) are
rewritten as constraints (30) and (31), respectively.

=⇒


nia ≤ ni, ∀i,∀a
nia ≤ xia · 32, ∀i,∀a
nia ≥ ni − (1− xia) · 32, ∀i,∀a

(30)

=⇒


πim
a ≤ ni, ∀i,∀m,∀a
πim
a ≤ qia · 32, ∀i,∀m,∀a
πim
a ≤ bim · 32, ∀i,∀m,∀a

(31)

Note that |I| (the maximum number of p-cycle allowed in
EDPC) is a predetermined parameter. It should be sufficiently
large to ensure that the proposed EDPC manages to obtain
the optimal solution. However, a larger |I| will slow down
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the execution time because for a given network the number
of variables and constraints increases largely with |I|. For
solving the EDPC, we set the number of p-cycles |I| based
on the protection capacity limitation in BVT. For each a ∈ A,
we choose the possible number of p-cycles (with 400 Gbps)
to protect it. Then, the total number of p-cycles |I| can be
estimated by Eq. (32) considering that a p-cycle can protect
at least 3 links. In addition, a small positive integer δ is added
in case that |I| is not large enough.

|I| = δ +
1

3

∑
a∈A
d la
400
e (32)

C. Discussion

In the proposed EDPC, directed p-cycles are designed with
the objective of minimizing the total power consumption. As
the power optimization has the priority over the spectrum
optimization, it may occur that more FSs are utilized in
order to satisfy lower power consumption. Thus, there is
a tradeoff between power and spectrum optimization when
designing the p-cycle protection scheme for EONs. The model
can be extended to represent the conventional p-cycle design
without power consideration for asymmetric traffic protection
by redefining the objective function of power consumption to
total spectrum usage as follows:

min γ2 · STotal + θ2 · tb (33)

STotal =
∑
i∈I

∑
a∈A

nia (34)

Here, γ2 and θ2 are two adjustable parameters for the weights
of total FSs allocated for protection capacity and the maximum
index of the occupied FSs.

V. A TWO-STEP APPROACH

Owing to the absence of candidate cycle enumeration,
EDPC can reach the optimal solution, but its high compu-
tational complexity causes the scalability problem. It is why
we decompose it into a two-step approach: improved cycle
enumeration and a simplified ILP model called De-EDPC. As
shown in the flow chart in Fig. 5, improved cycle enumeration
is implemented by a Promising Power-efficient p-Cycles Se-
lection (PPCS) algorithm to pre-compute the candidate cycle
set for De-EDPC, while the latter is a simplified formulation
decomposed from EDPC.

A. Improved Cycle Enumeration

The main idea of the improved cycle enumeration is that
we select just enough p-cycles with different circumferences
corresponding to maximum transmission reach limits so that
the selected p-cycles for De-EDPC can be assigned diverse
modulation formats power-efficiently. Thus, PPCS algorithm
is developed to pre-compute the candidate cycle set and reduce
the computation complexity for De-EDPC model, which will
be explained in detail in Subsec. V-B. However, the method in
[28] enumerates a large complete set JÎK of p-cycles, which
results in high computation complexity. So we develop the

PCS model PPCS algorithm

Step 1: Improved cycle enumeration

Candidate cycle set JIK

Step 2: De-EDPC

Figure 5. Flow chart for the two-step approach.

Table IV

Network Sets and Parameters in PCS

JÎK Complete candidate cycle set obtained by the method in
[28].

xia ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if cycle Îi crosses link a, and 0 otherwise.
zia ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if cycle Îi can protect link a, and 0 otherwise.

Variables in PCS

wi ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if cycle Îi is selected from JÎK, and 0 otherwise.

following p-Cycle Selection (PCS) ILP model to select just
enough p-cycles from JÎK. The parameters and variables are
shown in Table IV. The objective of PCS is to minimize the
total number of links in all the selected p-cycles. Constraint
(36) ensures that the selected p-cycles should be able to protect
all the links that can be initially protected by p-cycles in the
complete candidate cycle set JÎK.

min
∑
i∈JÎK

∑
a∈A

wi · xia (35)

∑
i∈JÎK

wi · zia ≥ zia,∀i,∀a (36)

Algorithm 1: PPCS Algorithm
Input : G(V,A), hm, ∀m ∈M , m = 0,1,2,3.
Output: Selected candidate cycle set JIK

1 for m ∈M do
2 if m < 3 then
3 enumerate the complete cycle set JÎK whose

circumference in the range (hm+1, hm] using the
approach in [28];

4 else
5 enumerate the complete cycle set JÎK whose

circumferences in the range (0, h3] using the
approach in [28];

6 solve the PCS model with the complete cycle set JÎK;
7 store the selected cycles obtained from PCS model in

JIK;
8 output JIK

Algorithm 1 shows the PPCS procedure. Considering the
different maximum transmission reaches of modulation format
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Table V

New Network Sets and Parameters in De-EDPC

JIK Selected candidate cycle set obtained by PPCS algo-
rithm.

xia ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if cycle Ii crosses link a, and 0 otherwise.
zia ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if cycle Ii can protect link a, and 0 otherwise.
cij ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if cycle Ii and Ij have at least one common

link, and 0 otherwise.

Variables in De-EDPC

bim ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if Ii operates at modulation level m, and 0
otherwise.

qivu ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if link v → u desires to be protected by Ii,
and 0 otherwise.

si ∈ [0, B] The starting index of FSs in Ii.
oij ∈ {0, 1} Equals 1 if the starting index of FSs in Ii is smaller

than that in Ij , and 0 otherwise.
ni ∈ [0, 32] The number of occupied FSs of Ii. The maximum FSs

is 32 due to the capacity limitation in BVT.
tb ∈ [0, B] The maximum index of occupied FSs in all the p-cycles.
πim
vu ∈ [0, 32] The number of FSs provided by Ii to protect link v → u

at modulation level m.

set M , Lines 2-5 explain how to enumerate the complete cycle
set with different circumferences. Line 6 performs PCS model
to select just enough cycles from the enumerated cycles. We
store the selected cycles in JIK. Thus, we obtain the candidate
cycles with different circumferences for De-EDPC.

For the PPCS algorithm, we only use it once to obtain the
candidate cycle set in the network initialization. Thus, it will
not cause intolerable computational complexity afterwards.

B. Decomposed EDPC (De-EDPC)

As De-EDPC is decomposed from EDPC in Sec. IV, the
similar variables and constraints are used. We summarize the
parameters and variables of De-EDPC in Table V. Note that
instead of using a specific cycle repeat variable, we use an
equivalent method that scales the candidate cycle set JIK by
repeating the cycles several times according to the total traffic
volume. Thus, the parameters xia, zia and cij can be determined
in advance. There are some changes in the objective functions
Eqs. (7) and (8) as follows,

EOXC =
∑
i∈JIK

∑
v∈V

∑
u∈Nv

xivu · ni
B

· eOXC
v (37)

EEDFA =
∑
i∈JIK

∑
a∈A

xia · ni
B

· eEDFA
a (38)

The majority constraints in De-EDPC are the same as
in EDPC, including FSs allocation (19)-(21), Modulation
adaptation (23)-(24), Protection capacity (27)-(29). However,
constraints (25) and (26) are replaced by constraint (39).

qia ≤ zia, ∀i,∀a (39)

C. Computational Complexity

The number of dominant variables and constraints in EDPC
and De-EDPC is summarized in Table VI (we assign |M | = 4
as we have four modulation formats). The number of dominant
variables is the same in these two models while the number

Table VI
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF EDPC AND DE-EDPC.

Models Computational complexities

No. of Dominant Variables No. of Dominant Constraints

EDPC max{O(|I||A|), O(|I|2)} O(|I|2|A|)

De-
EDPC

max{O(|JIK||A|), O(|JIK|2)} max{O(|JIK||A|), O(|JIK|2)}

of dominant constraints in De-EDPC is largely reduced. The
computational complexities in terms of dominant variables and
constraints are still big for large-size networks, efficient heuris-
tic algorithms will be developed as our future work. However,
in this work, we mainly focus on studying the advantages of
directed p-cycles for asymmetric traffic protection in EONs by
developing ILP models.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

We use CPLEX 12.06 to solve the proposed De-EDPC on
an Intel Core PC equipped with a 3.5 GHz CPU and 8 GBytes
RAM. The following test beds are used: NSFNET (14 nodes,
44 directed links and average nodal degree 3.1) in
Fig. 6(b) [29] and US Backbone networks (28 nodes, 90
directed links and average nodal degree 3.2) in Fig.
6(c) [29]. We regard γ1 and θ1 as 1 in the objective function
Eq. (5) as it helps to improve the optimization speed for a
high quality solution. Note that it has little impact on the first
priority of total power consumption in our study. First, we
evaluate the quality of solution in De-EDPC compared with the
solution in EDPC. Then, extensive simulations are performed
to show the power savings in De-EDPC in terms of TASY,
Anycast Ratio (AR) and the number of DCs. AR is defined
as the proportion of anycast traffic in the total traffic in the
network. The following three metrics are used to evaluate the
performance of p-cycles:
• Power consumption: Our goal is to minimize the power

consumption of p-cycles for asymmetric traffic protection.
• Power savings in De-EDPC: This metric shows the ad-

vantage of power savings through power-efficient directed
p-cycles in proposed De-EDPC.

• Total FS usage: Total FS usage is an important feature
that indicates the spare capacity usage of p-cycles.

A. Quality of solution in De-EDPC

To verify the efficiency of the solutions in De-EDPC, we
perform both EDPC and De-EDPC in six-node and NSFNET
networks with small traffic demands. A server with 500
GBytes memory is used due to the high computation com-
plexity in EDPC while De-EDPC is solved in a PC with 8
GBytes memory. The traffic is generated with TASY = 20%
and set up by Dijkstra’s shorted-path routing. By using Eq.
(32), we set the number of allowed cycles in EDPC as |I| = 6
and |I| = 15 in six-node and NSFNET networks, respectively.
The number of candidate cycles in De-EDPC is obtained by
PPCS algorithm with JIK = 6 and JIK = 20 in six-node and
NSFNET networks, respectively.
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Figure 6. The network typologies used in the simulations.

Table VII
QUALITY OF SOLUTION AND EXECUTION TIME IN EDPC AND DE-EDPC.

Six-node network NSFNET network

Traffic
EDPC (|I| = 6) De-EDPC (|JIK| = 6)

Gap Traffic
EDPC (|I| = 15) De-EDPC (|JIK| = 20)

Gap
Results Execution Time Results Execution Time Results Execution Time Results Execution Time

1X 4521.69 3146.89 s 4712.23 0.18 s 4.04% 1X 10260.7 21270.66 s 10299.9 0.39 s 0.38%

2X 6357.91 2818.22 s 7018.97 0.52 s 9.42% 2X 11084.6 26547.16 s 11997.4 0.57 s 7.61%

* The basic traffic 1X is 320 Gbps and 100 Gbps in six-node and NSFNET networks, respectively.
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Figure 7. Power consumption as a function of TASY in NSFNET network. (a) Power consumption. (b) Power savings in De-EDPC.

Table VII shows the results. Only a small traffic is shown
because the EDPC exceeds the memory for a higher traffic.
As we can see that De-EDPC achieves comparable solutions
and dramatically reduces execution time compared with EDPC
especially for a larger topology. For instance in NSFNET
network, it requires more than 7 h to obtain the solution in
EDPC while it takes less than 1 s in De-EDPC. The large
reduction of execution time in De-EDPC is very attractive even
though a small optimality gap is introduced. The optimality
gap is because De-EDPC has relatively smaller feasible region
compared with EDPC due to the fixed candidate cycles.

We can conclude that the proposed PPCS algorithm and De-
EDPC offers a time-efficient way to solve the directed p-cycle
design problem with high quality solutions.

B. Impact of TASY on power savings in De-EDPC

We then study the power consumption of p-cycles for
asymmetric traffic protection with De-EDPC in NSFNET
and US Backbone networks. The traffic is generated with
TASY ∈ [0%, 100%]. To evaluate the power savings of
power-efficient directed p-cycles in De-EDPC, the following
benchmarks are used:

• EUPC: It develops undirected p-cycles that minimize the
total power consumption. We formulate the ILP model
for EUPC based on De-EDPC. Note that EUPC enables
the twice protection capacity for each straddling link.

• NEDPC: It is modified from the optimal p-cycle design in
[6], which is formulated to minimize the sum of total FSs
usage and maximum index of FSs. We add modulation
formats and transmission reach limits in NEDPC to make
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Figure 8. Power consumption as a function of TASY in US Backbone network. (a) Power consumption. (b) Power savings in De-EDPC.

Table VIII
TOTAL NUMBER OF p-CYCLES AND FSS IN NSFNET AND US BACKBONE NETWORKS.

TASY
NSFNET US Backbone

De-EDPC EUPC NEDPC De-EDPC EUPC NEDPC

Cycles FSs Cycles FSs Cycles FSs Cycles FSs Cycles FSs Cycles FSs
0% 37 1385 36 1546 18 969 55 1635 50 1748 38 1349

20% 43 1247 38 2036 17 867 53 1834 54 2220 39 1563

40% 40 1194 46 2088 19 860 56 1903 56 2306 37 1603

60% 41 1334 42 2246 18 1018 58 2805 50 2788 39 2251

80% 40 1391 40 2546 20 1062 59 3057 56 3138 38 2483

100% 39 2007 40 3216 13 1482 58 3292 62 3278 40 2548

a fair comparison.
• DPP: It is the Dedicated Path Protection (DPP) that we

adapt from DP 1+1 protection in [10] by adding the same
physical conditions as in De-EDPC. According to the
working path calculated in advance, we compute K link-
disjoint paths as candidate backup paths.

The total power consumption of all the potential single link
failures in De-EDPC, EUPC, NEDPC and DPP are shown in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for NSFNET and US Backbone networks,
respectively. As we can observe that DPP consumes more
power than these p-cycle schemes, especially compared with
the proposed De-EDPC. This is because that all the demands
affected by the failed link in DPP need to be rerouted from
the corresponding source nodes to the destination nodes while
p-cycle protection schemes only reroute the traffic on the
failed link between the two adjacent nodes. Thus, the more
protection paths with bigger distance in DPP consume more
power than the p-cycle protection. Among these three p-cycle
schemes, De-EDPC consumes the lowest power for all of
TASY , and the amount of power consumption in De-EDPC
maintains the same level. As TASY increases, the power
consumption in EUPC goes up and it becomes the biggest.
The power consumption in NEDPC also does not change too

much with the increase of TASY . From Fig. 7 (b) and Fig. 8
(b), it is observed that the average power savings in De-EDPC
compared with DPP is even 47.1% in NSFNET and 68.8% in
US Backbone. For these p-cycle schemes, the power savings
in De-EDPC compared with EUPC grow with the increase
of TASY from 0% to 100% (i.e., from symmetric traffic to
pure asymmetric traffic). For TASY = 0%, the power saving
is 6.46% in NSFNET network and 2.08% in US Backbone
network. For TASY = 100%, the power saving is even
46.91% in NSFNET network and 43.24% in US Backbone
network. However, the power savings in De-EDPC compared
with NEDPC does not show the same trend in NSFNET and
US Backbone networks. It maintains among (26%, 36%) in
NSFNET network, but it grows a little (from 12% to 33%)
with increase of TASY in US Backbone network.

We also study the total number of used cycles and FSs usage
in De-EDPC, EUPC, and NEDPC to make a fair comparison in
Table VIII. We can see that as TASY increases, the total num-
ber of used p-cycles does not show many differences in De-
EDPC, EUPC and NEDPC, respectively. However, the total
number of FSs usage grows a lot with the increase of TASY in
these three p-cycle schemes. Among them, it is observed that
NEDPC requires fewer p-cycles and FSs compared with De-
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Figure 9. Power consumption and total FSs usage as a function of AR. (a) Power consumption and power savings in De-EDPC in NSFNET network. (b)
Power consumption and power savings in De-EDPC in US Backbone network. (c) Total FSs usage in NSFNET and US Backbone networks.

EDPC and EUPC. This is because it is optimized to minimize
spectrum usage, then high spectrum efficiency leads to fewer
p-cycles. De-EDPC outperforms EUPC in terms of FSs usage
because EUPC allocates twice the number of FSs for the
undirected p-cycles without consciousness of the different
traffic volume while De-EDPC effectively allocates the FSs
according to the different traffic volume in each direction.

The simulation results demonstrate that directed p-cycles in
De-EDPC provide a power-efficient way to protect asymmetric
traffic in EONs. p-Cycle protection schemes consume less
total power of all the potential link failures than the DPP
scheme. De-EDPC earns significant power savings (up to
46.91%) against undirected p-cycles in EUPC, especially for
asymmetric traffic with high TASY . De-EDPC also requires
fewer FSs than EUPC. De-EDPC owns power consumption
advantage over NEDPC, but it requires more FSs.

C. Impact of Anycast Ratio on power savings in De-EDPC

We then study the power savings in De-EDPC when both
anycast and unicast services are considered. Specifically, the
total traffic is composed of unicast traffic that generated
between a pair of nodes, and anycast traffic that generated
between the clients and DCs. We assume three DCs are located
at nodes 1, 8 and 14 in NSFNET network, and six DCs are
located at nodes 1, 7, 14, 19, 21 and 28 in US Backbone
network. We use AR that corresponds to 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%
and 80%. The total traffic is 4 Tbps and 8 Tbps in NSFNET
and US Backbone networks, respectively.

Figure 9(a) and 9(b) illustrate the total power consumption
of the three p-cycle schemes and power savings in De-EDPC
in NSFNET and US Backbone networks, respectively. For
the total power consumption, as the AR increases, De-EDPC
consumes the relatively stable power amount while EUPC
requires more power in both NSFNET and US Backbone
networks. We can see that the power savings in De-EDPC

compared with EUPC increases from 6.46% (at AR = 0%) to
36.38% (at AR = 80%) in NSFNET, and it grows from 2.08%
(at AR = 0%) to 32.46% (at AR = 80%) in US Backbone.
However, the power savings in De-EDPC compared with
NEDPC does not show the same trend in the two networks. It
maintains between 25% and 33% in NSFNET network while
it increases a little from 8% to 28% in US Backbone network.

Figure 9(c) shows the total number of FSs usage. We can
see the similar trend in NSFNET and US Backbone networks.
Specifically, more FSs are required at a bigger AR for all the
p-cycle schemes De-EDPC, EUPC and NEDPC. In addition,
EUPC still consumes the most FSs because extra protection
capacity is allocated for the asymmetric traffic while NEDPC
requires the least owing to the optimization of FSs usage. The
FSs usage in De-EDPC is much lower than in EUPC due to
the consciousness of the different traffic volumes in the two
directions.

D. Impact of DCs number on power savings in De-EDPC

We further investigate the power savings in De-EDPC as a
function of the number of DCs. The traffic is generated by
setting AR = 80% and TASY = 80% so that the impact of
number of DCs can be analyzed effectively. The number and
location of DCs selected in the simulations are shown in Table
IX, which is referred from [25].

Figure 10 shows the power consumption and FSs usage in
De-EDPC, NEDPC and EUPC. From Fig. 10(a) and 10(b),
we can see that the total power consumption does not show
some trend in De-EDPC, NEDPC and EUPC with the increase
of the number of DCs. However, compared with EUPC,
the introduction of DCs brings the benefit of power savings
in De-EDPC since it increases significantly from 6.5% to
46.1% in NSFNET network and from 2.1% to 38.5% in
US Backbone network. This is because anycast services in
DCs bring asymmetric traffic in the network, then directed
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Figure 10. Power consumption and total FSs usage as a function of the number of DCs. (a) Power consumption and power savings in De-EDPC in NSFNET
network. (b) Power consumption and power savings in De-EDPC in US Backbone network. (c) Total FSs usage in NSFNET and US Backbone networks.

Table IX
DCS LOCATION IN NSFNET AND US BACKBONE NETWORKS.

Networks No. of DCs Location of DCs

NSFNET

1 Node 8

3 Nodes 1, 8, 14

5 Nodes 1, 5, 8, 11, 14

7 Nodes 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 14

US Backbone

4 Nodes 1, 12, 21, 28

6 Nodes 1, 7, 14, 19, 21, 28

8 Nodes 1, 7, 9, 12, 14, 19, 21, 28

10 Nodes 1, 3, 7, 9, 12, 14, 19, 21, 24, 28

p-cycles in De-EDPC consume lower power. Nevertheless,
as the number of DCs increases, the power savings in De-
EDPC do not change too much even though the amount of
power consumption varies in De-EDPC, NEDPC and EUPC,
respectively. This is because the asymmetric traffic are set
with fixed AR and TASY . Compared with NEDPC, power
savings in De-EDPC shows different trends in NSFNET and
US Backbone networks. It fluctuates with the increase of the
number of DCs in NSFNET while it grows stably in US
Backbone network.

The total FSs usage in Fig. 10(c) shows more differences
in NSFNET and US Backbone networks. As we can see that
in NSFNET network, the total FSs usage goes down with
the increase of the number of DCs in De-EDPC, EUPC and
NEDPC while it goes up in US Backbone network. However,
it is still observed that EUPC requires the most FSs usage
while NEDPC needs the least.

Comprehensive simulations of power consumption and FSs
usage are preformed in De-EDPC, EUPC and NEDPC for
asymmetric traffic in terms of TASY , AR and the number
of DCs. The results demonstrate that directed p-cycles in

De-EDPC own significant power savings (up to 46.91%)
compared with undirected p-cycles in EUPC, and the amount
of power savings increases with the increase of TASY or AR.
In addition, De-EDPC also earns power savings compared with
NEDPC, but the amount of power savings does not change
too much as the TASY or AR increases. It is also reserved
that the introduction of DCs makes it more valuable to utilize
directed p-cycles for protection in EONs in a power-efficient
way.

VII. CONCLUSION

Asymmetric traffic provisioning has been proved to be
more efficient for new asymmetric services in EONs. This
paper studies power-efficient directed p-cycle protection for
asymmetric traffic in EONs. Directed p-cycles enable to al-
locate different spectrum slots and modulation formats for
asymmetric traffic in each direction with the help of distin-
guishing traffic amount in two directions. Simulation results
demonstrate that significant power savings are obtained by
using directed p-cycles for asymmetric traffic protection in
EONs, and the amount of power savings goes up as the
traffic asymmetry or anycast ratio increases. In addition, it
shows that the introduction of DCs makes it more valuable to
utilize directed p-cycles in order to power-efficiently protect
the anycast services while the amount of power savings with
directed p-cycles does not depend on the number of DCs.
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